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Abstract
Since the appearance of Peer-To-Peer (P2P) file-sharing networks some time ago, many
Internet users have chosen this technology to share and search programs, videos, music,
documents, etc. The total number of P2P file-sharing users has been increasing and
decreasing in the last decade depending on the creation or end of some well known P2P
file-sharing systems. P2P file-sharing networks traffic is currently overloading some data
networks and it is a major headache for network administrators because it is difficult to
control this kind of traffic (mainly because some P2P file-sharing networks encrypt their
messages). This paper deals with the analysis, taxonomy and characterization of eight Public
P2P file-sharing networks: Gnutella, Freeenet, Soulseek, BitTorrent, Opennap, eDonkey,
MP2P and FastTrack. These eight most popular networks have been selected due to their
different type of working architecture. Then, we will show the amount of users, files and the
size of files inside these file-sharing networks. Finally, several network configurations are
presented in order to control P2P file-sharing traffic in the network.
Keywords: P2P, file-sharing, control traffic.

1. Introduction
Since Internet became accessible to the world, the volume o f connected users to the P2P
networks has been growing up in spectacular fashion. Recently, the number of Internet users
is estimated to be over 580 million with a steady growth rate of 4% every year [1]. In the last
years, Internet has sufficiently matured to catch market’s attention both at home and
enterprise level. Besides, the recent transition to broadband access networks, with a current
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amount of 40 million of users worldwide [2], allows multimedia services. P2P technology is
widely used in a great variety of purposes such as P2P file-sharing [3], P2P content delivery
[4], P2P media streaming [5], etc.
The first distinction that has to be done is the difference between P2P networks and P2P
desktop applications. P2P networks are a set of rules and interactions that allow P2P desktop
applications to communicate. A P2P desktop application is a computer application that allows
a user to interact with others in the same network. E.g. some P2P file-sharing networks have
many P2P file-sharing desktop applications.
P2P network protocols are located at the application layer. These protocols can be
programmed to run over TCP or UDP (see Figure 1). The communication between P2P
clients, the transferred data and the routed data are performed independently of the lowest
layers of the communication protocol stack.

Figure 1. P2P network protocols.

P2P file-sharing is the P2P variant with a largest number of supporters. Many users
merely interact with the P2P network in order to download files without providing any, but
there are many others that share their files with the whole community without taking care
who is downloading them. Those who share files often have a broadband always-on
connection. The success of a P2P network inside a user community is determined by several
factors:
• Simplicity: a P2P network with a graphical and easy-to-use desktop application is
always welcome.
•
Language: a P2P desktop application with multilanguage support allows a broader
worldwide deployment.
•
Download speed: some P2P file-sharing networks, due to its internal behavior, are
optimal for downloading reduced size files. Others, however, use multisplitting mechanisms
and permit to download a file from multiple sources, making the file-sharing network suitable
for obtaining large files.
These parameters are mainly responsible for becoming a P2P network very popular or, on
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the other hand, unknown. Moreover, the above factors make a P2P network more attractive to
users of a specific nation due to the utilization of a specific language or even social trends [6].
It is also interesting to distinguish between a P2P network and P2P desktop application; their
development may not be necessarily evolving in parallel. If a P2P desktop application
changes its P2P network, all its community users could remain using the P2P desktop
application, not its P2P network. As an example, many users have remained ‘loyal’ to the
Morpheus P2P desktop application client throughout its evolution. Sometimes the reason for
changing to another newly offered P2P desktop application is its ability to simultaneously
contact several P2P file-sharing networks, such as Shareaza [7] and MLDonkey [8].
Due to the significant social impact of P2P file-sharing networks, both industry and
academia are spending time and money analyzing several aspects of these P2P networks.
Probably the first considerations are the legality of the files that are being shared and the
potential risks for both home users and industry (there are many workers using their
workstations as P2P file-sharing clients [9]). Furthermore, most P2P file-sharing networks
have not been designed to address security issues (authentication, file permissions and file
integrity). Some P2P file-sharing clients even include adware or spyware. Moreover, as files
are often downloaded from unknown users, they may include some viruses, worms or trojans.
On the other hand, employees have to take care of which files are shared in their
work-computers because they should to protect the company’s intellectual property and their
personal information. It is needed to mention that P2P file-sharing networks address any
potential liability when employees download copyrighted material from the P2P network,
simply the threat of legal action can be a negative impact on the corporation.
In this paper, we explain in detail and study the protocol and network traffic of two
totally decentralized P2P networks (Gnutella and Freeenet), four partially decentralized P2P
networks (FastTrack, OpenNap, eDonkey, and MP2P), a single centralized P2P network
(SoulSeek) and a multiple centralized P2P network (BitTorrent). Finally several methods for
controlling P2P file-sharing on networks are presented.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 analyses the most common
features of P2P architectures. The protocol procedure of Gnutella, Freeenet, Soulseek,
BitTorrent, Opennap, eDonkey, MP2P and FastTrack are explaned and their main features are
summarized and compared in Section 3. Section 4 provides the analysis of the traffic
gathered for FastTrack, Gnutella, OpenNap, eDonkey and MP2P during several years. The
methods used for controlling P2P file-sharing are described in Section 5. Finally, Section 6
concludes this paper.

2. P2P architecture analysis
In order to study and analyze P2P file-sharing networks properly, we should know which
their common features. Moreover, it is also interesting to know what is different between
them. A lot of P2P file-sharing P2P networks have the following common features [10]: user
privacy, encryption, distribution, data redundancy, direct transfer and high availability.
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However, there are several parameters that can be changed in these P2P networks:
decentralization, routing algorithms and metrics, load balancing, traffic balancing, data search
motor and file downloading system.
Based on their architecture, P2P networks can be decentralized, centralized or partially
centralized. P2P software applications let the users communicate in order to exchange data.
These applications allow a peer to become a server and a client at the same time, these peers
are called servants. In decentralized networks, no peer is indispensable for the proper
operation of the P2P network, otherwise, in partially centralized or centralized networks,
some peers are needed. But in all cases the data transfer is performed between end clients.
In decentralized P2P networks, all computers have the same responsibility and role in the
network (see Figure 2). A peer can make data requests to other peers and reply queries from
other ones. Peers can play three roles: server, client and router. A peer can employ several
search algorithms, e.g. using a list of known peers or sending a multicast or broadcast
message to the P2P network. There are three basic actions: search active peers, query for
resources and transfer content. When peer joins the decentralized P2P network, it broadcasts
or multicasts ping messages to the network in order to know who is in the network and who
can be its neighbor. Active peers will answer with pong messages and will become its
neighbors. When the peer is searching for resources in the P2P file-sharing network, peers
with contents matching that request will answer. Finally, the user selects the files to download.
Examples of decentralized P2P file-sharing networks are Gnutella, and Freenet. We can also
find other networks such as CAN [11], Chord [12], Pastry [13], Tapestry [14], and Salsa [15]
not analyzed in this paper.

Figure 2. Decentralized P2P network.

Centralized P2P networks need a central server, although peers communicate directly
(see Figure 3). Two subclasses of architectures can be differentiated:


Peers consult services



Peers and resources consult services.

In this paper, only the second one will be considered because it is the one used in P2P
file-sharing networks. They use a central server that keeps track of active peers and indexes
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of the shared contents. There are three basic actions: registration, consultation and content
transfer. During the registration process, the peer informs the server that it is active and which
its shared content is. When the peer requests for a desired file, the server can process the
query searching indexes or consulting connected peers. Then, the server replies to the original
peer. Now, the peer can select the files to download them. An example of a centralized P2P
network, with peers and resources query service, is Soulseek.

Figure 3. Centralized P2P network.

BitTorrent is a special case of centralized P2P file-sharing networks. It can be seen in
Figure 4. It uses a Web server to store files with “.torrent” extension. The “.torrent” file has
the hash of the file requested. There is always a peer with the entire file, and it is called seed.
When a peer downloads the entire file, it becomes a seed. There is a central server called
tracker to control connections between peers. There are a lot of seeds and trakers in existence,
but, nowadays, no communication between them exists.

Figure 4. BitTorrent network.

There are two subclasses of partially centralized networks. The first subclass is similar to
the centralized architecture, but instead of a single server, there is a farm of servers (see
Figure 5).
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Figure 5. Part ially centralized P2P network with a farm of servers.

The second subclass has some peers called superpeers which act as central peers (see
Figure 6). These superpeers forward searches to other superpeers when a file is requested.

Figure 6. Part ially centralized P2P network with superpeers.

Examples of the first subclass are OpenNap, eDonkey and MP2P, and examples of the
second subclass are FastTrack and Gnutella 2 [16].
In order to find a file in a P2P file-sharing network, a search process is needed. The type
of search algorithm that is used in every P2P network depends on the kind P2P network
(centralized P2P, decentralized P2P, and so on). There are several types of algorithms [3] [17].
They are covered below:
• In Centralized indexes and Repositories Model (CIRM), peers are connected to a
central server where they publish their shared files and some data such as name, size, etc. The
central server keeps a database with the indexes of the clients and their contents. It is used
when a peer searches for a file. After a search, the server will send back the name of the files
that match with the search, together with reference data and index to the peer or peers that
have the file. This model is used by the Soulseek and BitTorrent networks.
•

In Distributed Indexes and Repositories Model (DIRM), there is a group of available
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servers called “brokers”. Each “broker” has the indexes of the local peers and in some cases
the indexes of some files from neighbor “brokers”. When a peer sends a query to a “broker”,
it searches in its local database and if it doesn’t find a match, it uses the local index in order
to find a neighbor “broker” to send the request. The indexes of the server are not static and
can change according to the files that are available in the system. OpenNap, eDonkey and
MP2P use this model. BitTorrent is a particular case of this mode l.
• In Flooded Queries Model (FQM), peers broadcast their queries to their directly
connected neighbors. If a neighbor has the content, it replies, otherwise, it forwards the query
to its neighbors. This model is used by Gnutella network.
• The Selective Queries Model (SQM) is based on the flooded queries model, but in
this case the requests are sent to specific peers which may have greater probability of finding
the request. Peers with a higher bandwidth and process capacity will be considered
automatically superpeers. Peers with less bandwidth will be superpeers leaf. This type of
system uses a flow control algorithm for sending queries and replies. It also has a diagram of
priorities used to discard some messages. This model is used by FastTrack and Gnutella 2.
• The Documents Routing Model (DRM) is based on Distributed Hash Tables (DHT).
In this type of model, the data is placed deterministically, not at random peers. Unique
identifiers chosen from an identifier space, called keys, are assigned to data objects. Data
object location information is placed at the peers with identifiers corresponding to the data
object’s unique key. Each peer maintains a small routing table consisting of its neighboring
peers’ NodeIDs and IP addresses. Lookup queries or message routing are forwarded across
overlay paths to peers in a progressive manner (using the NodeIDs that are closer to the key
in the identifier space [18]). This model is used by Freenet, as well as CAN, Chord, Pastry
and Tapestry.
A very good extended survey of search and replication schemes in unstructured P2P
networks is found in [19].
There are different file download systems:
• Single-source download system. The file is downloaded from one or several sources,
but not simultaneously. This download system is used by Freenet, Soulseek and MP2P.
• Multi-source download system. The file (or parts of it) is downloaded from multiple
sources allowing fast downloads. Normally a “hash” is assigned to the files that allow the
desktop P2P file-sharing application to complete and verify the download. The downloading
process is performed from the beginning of the file to its end. This downloading system is
used by Gnutella, FastTrack, and OpenNap.
• Segmented multi- source download system. It is similar to the previous one, but it
allows downloading parts of the file that are not sequential. In order to perform this
downloading system, the desktop P2P file-sharing application segments the file in metadata.
BitTorrent and eDonkey use this type of download.
But some P2P file-sharing networks can change their download system doing some
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changes in their protocols.
Each P2P network architecture, each search algorithm and each file downloading system
may be the best according to the P2P Network purposes. For example, in centralized P2P
architectures, the searches are faster than in other architectures, however, they have a single
point of failure and a single index repository. Moreover, they suffer of scalability problems.
On the other hand, decentralized P2P architectures perform slow searches, but there is no
single point of failure and they don’t have scalability problems. From the file download
system point of view, multi- source download systems perform faster download s than
single-source download systems, and better than segmented multi-source download systems
in case of small files. If the file to download is large, the fastest system is segmented
multi-source download.
All these P2P file-sharing networks have their advantages and disadvantages. Moreover,
each of them performs better than the other ones according to the working environment or
according to a desirable parameter. More information about the parameters discussed in this
paper can be found in [3].

3. P2P Protocols Procedure
In this section we describe the protocol procedure of eight Public P2P file-sharing
networks: Gnutella, Freeenet, Soulseek, BitTorrent, Opennap, eDonkey, MP2P and
FastTrack.
3.1 Gnutella architecture
Gnutella [20] was born as an independent project by a team of programmers: Justin
Frankel and Tom Pepper. They were funders of Nullsoft (which was later acquired by AOL)
at the end of 1999, which was very fast out of service. However, few time later, different
programmers got the client system using reverse engineering and analyzing the protocol.
Afterwards, they made public the code and several clients were developed based on the
original protocol.
Gnutella network is based on a P2P decentralized architecture with flooding of requests.
A simple desktop program is needed in order to connect to this P2P file-sharing network.
When the desktop application is executed, it searches for other peers in the P2P network.
Those ones that reply will be connected as neighbors (only one is enough to join the network).
Once the peer is connected to the Gnutella network, it sends its IP address and the other peer
replies in order to become its neighbor. After some time, a pyramidal system of connections
begins to learn to which peers are the new peer able to reach. In order to do that, the
application sends ping message to the other peer with a TTL number (Time to Live, is a field
in the header of the IP packet) which gives the number of times that the message can be
forwarded. This number is seven by default, but it can be settled by the user. It is
decremented in one unit in each jump and is discarded when it reaches cero. The other peer
will reply with a pong message, which has its IP address together with the information about
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the files that is sharing. Meantime, the IP address of our peer is being spread through the P2P
file-sharing network so much times as we have set in the TTL. There is a limit in the number
of connections, because a user that settles the TTL value higher than seven can generate in
seconds a flow of trillions of pings in Internet. In the Gnutella architecture, the ping is 50% of
the traffic and the requests are around the 25% of the total traffic. The architecture gives
preference to the search of information versus the download of files.
Afterwards, the user can search the desired file. This request is sent to all its neighbor
peers. Those peers will send the search to others. This forwarding process is repeated until the
search gets a result or the TTL value decreases to zero. Each peer has a table with its previous
searches in order to prevent sending twice and to advise routing loops inside the Gnutella
network. This table has all the information needed so it will be used as a reply when another
peer performs the same search. Once a user receives the list of the files found in the P2P
file-sharing network, the user just has to select one of them and the desktop program will
send a request to the peer that stores the file.
Because of the TTL value, there is the search limitation, and, moreover, Gnutella can’t
have scalability. One of the most meaningful disadvantages of this network is that a peer is
very dependent of its neighbor peers, and can be exposed to random events such as node
failures, loss of connection, etc. That is, when connection with other peer is lost, the
connection with other users that were connected to it, are also lost. This makes Gnutella
network very fragile.
There are many open code desktop applications that support Gnutella protocol. These are
the most well-known ones: Limewire, Bearshare, Shareaza, Morpheus (first it belonged to
FastTrack network, then it changed to Gnutella), Xolox, Gnucleus, Freewire, Atomwire,
Newtella, Ares, NeoNapster, Gnotella, Gnutella, Ntella, Toadnode, Filetopia, Phex, Swapnut,
etc.
In general, all these desktop applications have the following features:
•

Use TCP 6346 port.

• They are able to search for, share or download all types of files: video, audio,
applications, images, documents, etc.
• They generally use the same file search parameters (quality of download, name of
file, kind of file, IP and kind of client, time, number of sources, speed, etc).
• The maximum number of files to serve and download at the same time can be
defined.
•

Allows all operating systems (multiplatform).

3.2 Gnutella2 architecture
In this open P2P file-sharing network [16], not all the nodes that participate in the system
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are equal. Gnutella 2 nodes have rules for sending, filtering and security. Gnutella 2 divides
the nodes into two groups, leaf nodes and concentrator nodes.
The leaf nodes are the most common ones in the network. They don’t have any special
responsibility and are not part of the infrastructure of the network. They use to be nodes with
limited resources (low bandwidth, little RAM or CPU, little capacity to accept many TCP or
UDP connections, etc.). Leaf nodes are considered the end of the network. In practice, these
nodes use to connect to 2 concentrators simultaneously, however from the point of view of
the concentrator, each node will be considered as the end.
Concentrator nodes are an important and active part of the network infrastructure,
because they organize leaf nodes and filter and redirect the traffic. Only the most capable
nodes can act as concentrators. The selection criteria followed to become a concentrator node
are: to be able of supporting more than 100 connections, to have enough bandwidth, to be
able of accepting TCP and UDP connections, etc. The concentrator nodes must have many
connections between them in order to form a network of concentrator nodes. The number of
connections between concentrators must scale with the total size of the network. Each
concentrator node must accept multiple leaf node connections (between 200 and 300),
depending on the available resources.
The concentrator group that includes the local concentrator and its neighbors is named
cluster of concentrators. Clusters of concentrators maintain constant communication between
them by sharing information about the network load, statistics, exchanging cache entries and
filtering tables. The cluster of concentrators is the smallest search unit of the network for a
peer.
Concentrator node must contain updated information of the other concentrators in the
cluster. It must maintain a routing table of the nodes in order to map the GUIDs of the nodes
with the shortest route of TCP and UDP connections. Moreover, it must maintain hash tables
of requests for each connection from leaf nodes as well as concentrator nodes. It also must
have a hash table for the local content and the content of the leaf nodes that will be provided
to the neighbor concentrators in case of a search. The concentrator node indexes the file of a
leaf node by means of a routing table of requests with key words. Leaf node uploads this
table to the concentrator. Subsequently these key words are sent to the neighbor concentrators
in order to reduce the number of requests that are forwarded between peers. This reduces the
used bandwidth because if a search is received, and this search is not found between the
words of the routing tables, the search is not forwarded. This allows a user to find a popular
file located in any part of the network easily without too much load over the P2P network.
The success is to maximize the number of leaf nodes and minimize the number of
concentrators; nevertheless, because of the limited nature of the resources, the maximum ratio
of leaf nodes per concentrator is limited. The searches are performed over UDP. TCP is used
to establish connections between nodes.
Gnutella 2 protocol uses HTTP/1.1 to serve services and upload, download and transfer
files. The protocol messages have XLM format. It uses the protocol GNUTELLA
CONNECT/0.6, of Gnutella v.0.6, for its connections. The port used by Gnutella 2 is 6346.
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On the other hand, the system uses compression for the network connections in order to
reduce the used bandwidth.
Gnutella 2 uses the hash SHA1 for the identification of the files. Thus, only one file can
be downloaded at the same time from several sources. It also allows upload ing different parts
of a file in parallel.
In order to create a robust searching system, Gnutella 2 has implemented a system of
metadata to label, establish the ratio and the information quality in the file names that is
displayed when it shows the result of the searches. Users can share this information in order
to delete a file. For example, this allows adding labels informing that there is a virus or worm
in a file without the need of keeping a copy of the file locally.
Given that Gnutella 2 is free and open for all the users, many developers have included
this protocol in their desktop client applications.

3.3 Freenet architecture
Freenet [21] was created by Ian Clarke in 1999 while he was at the University of
Edinburgh (Scotland). His intention was to create a free communication network over
internet. The goals of this P2P file-sharing network are to create and keep a fully virtual and
decentralized file system for file storage and recovery. Nowadays, its main features are that
the storage and recovery is anonymous, efficient and robust. Nobody contro ls this
architecture (even its own creator).
The design of Freenet is based on the assumption that the P2P network is not reliable and
formal, because anyone can be a node in Internet. Its users act maliciously or can fail at any
time without warning. It has good reliability even for malicious attack. The most of the
research in Freenet has been based on how the requests are routed through the P2P network.
Freenet computes the addressing (hashing) and other strong techniques of code to reach its
goals. The information sent between peers travels encrypted. Moreover, it is routed between
peers but without letting the intermediate peers know neither the sender nor the content.
In this P2P file-sharing network, a peer shares bandwidth with the rest of peers (because
it forwards their searches), and space in the hard drive. But, Freenet doesn’t allow the user to
manage this space, thus the user can’t know which content is there. Peers use passwords to
save and recover data files. Each peer keeps its own local “warehouse” of data and keeps it
available to the peers of the network in order to write and read them. Moreover, they maintain
a dynamic routing table that keeps the address of the other peers and their passwords (see
Figure 7). All peers in the Freenet network have the same privileges and are treated equally.
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Figure 7.Routing table in each peer.

Data are identified by binary passwords that are obtained randomly by the application
(SHA-1 of 160 bits). There is no matter in which position they are placed. Each file is stored,
recovered and kept with its file password. There are three kinds of file passwords:
• Keyword-signed key (KSK). It is the simplest kind of file key. It comes from a short
description of text selected by the user when a file is stored in the network.
• Signed-subspace key (SSK). It enables the personal namespaces.
• Content- hash key (CHK). It is useful for implement actualization and assignment.
The files shared in the architecture are deleted or kept in terms of its popularity.
Therefore, the life time of the file is not controlled.
Freenet protocol operation is as follows. At the beginning, a peer must obtain or compute
a key. When the peer sends a search message specifying the key and the TTL designed for
this search message. When a peer receives a request, it checks its own data storage and gives
it back if the key matches. If does not match, the peer will search the most close key to the
key asked in its routing table, and forwards the request to the due peer (the most close key
means the most close value in “hashing”). If this request has finally succeeded, the peer that
has the objective’s data, gives it back through the path followed by the search (the file is
duplicated in each peer in which it has passed through the search message). The final peer
keeps the file and creates a new entry in its routing table. If the TTL finishes before reaching
the goal, the search will be considered failed and a failure response will be send to the request
peer.
In a N-peer network, Freenet needs Log(N) jumps to find the request. The dynamic
routing of Freenet is duly adapted to network topology changes.
Figure 8 describes a typical request sequence. a peer sends a search request to b, which
forwards to c. c peer has no connection with other peers and send back a “failure” message to
b. Then, b peer takes its second election, e, and which sends the request to f. f makes the same
process done by b, which detects a loop and sees that it is unable to connect with other
additional peers, thus f peer sends back a message to e. Finally, e sends the request to its
second election, d, and locates the file. d peer gives back the file by the same direct search
path to a (that is e, b, and a).
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Figure 8. Freenet Search

New peers announce their presence in the network making a search operation. Before
sending the message, which includes the peer IP address and its public key, the new peer
must know the existence of other peer in the network at least.
Freenet network provides the storage and recovery of informatio n anonymously. Given
the cooperation of all peers in the network and a reliable and adaptable routing algorithm, the
anonymous information is kept and ready to be used, while is highly scalable.
The most well-known desktop client application, Freenet, was developed by Ian Clarke.
A lot of the developed software for this P2P file-sharing network are tools or complements
for the original application. The desktop client application doesn’t have an assigned port. It is
based on the knowledge or discovery of other peers. Some desktop client applications are
Freenet, Fra Zaa, Liberator, FreeWeb, fhc, etc.
In general, all the client applications of this P2P file-sharing network have the following
features:
•

The search inside the P2P network is complicated be performed.

•

They spend quite CPU resources, because they are programmed in Java.

•

They encrypt the data that are distributed inside the P2P file-sharing network.

3.4 Soulseek architecture
Soulseek P2P file-sharing network [22] works like Napster, with only one centralized
server that manages all database of the P2P file-sharing network. Nowadays, it allows the
transmission of many types of files (not only mp3 like in its beginning). The main problem is
that when this server fails, the P2P file-sharing network stops working.
The desktop client application let the users choose which remote users can download
from the local peer. In addition, a user can create a list of users with download privileges. The
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system allows knowing which peers don’t have anybody in the download queue.
In order to make searches, the user can use jokers (like *) and operators (like & and -).
The search is ignored when a word with less than 3 characters is searched. Moreover, the
desktop client application has a tool named “wish list” that will keep searching in the P2P
file-sharing network until a peer with the requested file joins the network. It also allows
organizing downloads and downloading whole folders of other users.
Soulseek P2P file-sharing network has fast searches because of it is a centralized
architecture. The protocol designed for this architecture does not allow downloading files
from different sources simultaneously.
There are very few desktop client applications for this P2P file-sharing network. The
most well-known ones are Soulseek, PySoulseek, Nicotine, SolarSeek and SoulFreek. All of
them need very much processing capacity. Moreover, they have a closed code, but several
development teams have been able to create open code desktop client applications by using
reverse engineering.
In general, these desktop client applications:
•

Use TCP 2234 and 5534 ports.

• Can search, exchange or download any kind of file (some time ago they only were
able to download mp3).
• Use several types of search parameters (file name, size, time length, bit rate,
frequency, user, speed, ping…).
•

The maximum number of files to open and download simultaneously can be defined.

•

Allow chat with other users.

•

Allow seeing the shared files of other users.

•

They do not have bothering banners or spyware.

3.5 BitTorrent architecture
BitTorrent protocol [23] is designed to transfer files. From the point of view of the
content, the architecture is completely distributed. It doesn’t need any central server.
However, it is needed an initial file to begin to download the wished file. This file can be
downloaded from any place, e.g. a web server. Almost all BitTorrent client applications are
able to create this initial file with an extension “.torrent”. It is formed by the information
gathered from the shared file, which is virtually cut in very small pieces, and the information
provided is the hash of the pieces of the file. The file .torrent has the information to download
the file, not the file itself. It can be stored in the hard drive in order to start the download
afterwards.
In BitTorrent file-sharing network, the peers are directly connected between them and
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they receive parts from the file. However, there is a central server (called Tracker) that
coordinates the activities of the peers (see Figure 9). The Tracker only manages connections.
It does not know the content of the files that are being distributed inside the P2P network.
Therefore, it can maintain a great number of users. The peers of BitTorrent P2P file-sharing
network must upload at the same time that they are downloading. Hence, the bandwidth is
managed efficiently. Unlike other P2P protocols, BitTorrent works better when the number of
users interested on a file is higher.
All peers in the P2P file-sharing network acts like a servant (Client/Server) for the rest of
the peers. Let’s suppose that all peers are interested in downloading the same file that is split
in six parts. The first peer will inform that it has the parts A, C and D, the second peer will
inform that it has A, B and D, and so on. Peers coordinate to exchange parts of the file until
all of them download it completely.
There is also another peer called seed (S). It has a full copy of the shared file, so it
doesn’t need to get anything from the rest of the peers. This peer shares parts that no other
peer in the P2P file-sharing network has. At the beginning, when a new peer joins the
network it must communicate first with the seed in order to its piece of the file. However,
peers don’t get all parts of the file; rather each peer gets one different part. In few time, all
peers have most part of the file, although no one has it completed. Thus, a peer can share a
file with the rest of peers, without having the complete file.

Figure 9. Interconnection between nodes and servers in the BitTorrent architecture.

The tracker coordinates the action of the BitTorrent peers. When the file “.torrent” is
opened, the peer contacts with the tracker and asks for a list of peers to contact with in order
to download the file. During the download, the peer contacts periodically with the tracker in
order to inform how much it has downloaded and uploaded, how much time it has left the file
shared (once it has been downloaded), and the status in which it actually is (beginning,
finishing, downloading, stopped). The tracker divides the file in pieces of 512Kb. For
example, a file of 700Mb will be divided into 1400 pieces.
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When someone decides to upload a file to the BitTorrent P2P file-sharing network, first it
should send the “nameoffile.torrent” to a tracker and the peer will become automatically a
seed. Then, when a peer wants to download it, the peer will open this torrent file by using a
desktop client application. The .torrent file has the place to download the file, so it starts to
receive the pieces of the file, whether from another peer or from a seed. When it gets 100% of
the file, automatically it becomes a seed. The more seeds and peers, faster the downloading of
the file will be. Because of that, it is important to keep sharing the file although it has being
downloaded completely. Files disappear when the Tracker discards them. It usually happens
at 24 or 48 hours (it depends on the Tracker).
A peer does not always download from the same peers, but it changes. If the .torrent file
is corrupted, the peer will not be able to contact the other peers.
The size of a BitTorrent network depends upon the capacity of the tracker. If the
generated traffic is higher than the capacity of the tracker, a bottle neck will be formed.
The operative cost implied in the small file transfer (of some Kbytes) is very high. The
total bandwidth spent by the protocol messages is meaningful high. We also must take in
consideration that the protocol is not so robust, this causes that the nodes are exposed to
possible attacks.
The official desktop client applications were developed by Bram Cohen, but there has
appeared more clients for different operating systems (and platforms) because it is open code.
These are some of them: BitTorrent Client, BitTornado, Azureus, ABC, burst!, Tomato
Torrent, PTC, TorrenTopia, G3 Torrent,TorrentStorm, Turbo Torrent, BitSpirit,
BitCometBTQueue, Flash! Torrent, TurbotBT, CTorrent, BitTorrent + +, etc. There are also
plugins to support the BitTorrent protocol in programs like Shareaza or eDonkey.
Generally all desktop client applications in this P2P file-sharing network have the
following features:
•

Use 6881 to 6889 TCP ports.

• Many of them do not allow searching shared flies. The search of seeds is done with a
different application or through Web browsers.
•

Allow downloading multiple files simultaneously.

•

Allow creating systems of priority queues.

•

A download can be stopped and resumed.

• The maximum number of files to upload and download simultaneously from other
users can be settled.
•

Create the .torrent file.

•

Display error statistics and downloads.

•

Do not contain spyware, adware or any other unwanted hidden software.
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3.6 OpenNap architecture
The first time that the desktop client program is executed, the user fills up some data
such as the user name and password. This information is sent to the servers located in the
company dependencies, where they are stored. This information will be sent each time a peer
joins the P2P file-sharing network. Then, it sends the names of the shared files (chosen by the
user with the desktop client application) to the central server. After those steps, the files are
ready to be found in a search.
When a search is performed, the client sends a request to the server, which looks for
those peers that are sharing that file in their data base. If the requested file exists, the central
system provides the IP address of the peer in order to let the peer connect directly and start
the transfer.
There is not only one OpenNap server, and not all OpenNap servers are similar. This P2P
file-sharing network uses the same structure than Napster. It is also based on a central server,
with the innovation that this one itself is subdivided into a network of servers named
OpenNap [24]. It makes a less overloaded network and allows fast searches. The data base of
is shared in the cluster of servers that support thousand s of connected peers. In order to
balance the number of connections to each serve r and simplify the QoS tasks, before
connecting to the database, the peer consults the metaserver (it is a server with higher load
capacity and bigger bandwidth).
The connection with the metaserver is performed by the TCP 8875 port, however the
connection between peers and servers is using TCP 8888 and 7777 ports. The port used to
listen new connections is, by default, TCP 6699. All this ports can be changed manually.
For the transmission of the files between peers there are some available options:
download, upload, firewalled download (download through a firewall) and firewall upload
(upload through a firewall). Last two modes invert the connection process, i.e, if a peer,
where the file is placed, is located behind a firewall, this one will be who will establish the
TCP connection.
There is a great quantity of OpenNap servers, thus it is usually difficult to lose the
connection of the peer with the servers. The searches can give very geographically scattered
results, and only provide links to those data that are reachable by the server which the user is
connected to.
The protocol allows splitting big files into smaller pieces in order to increase the
download speed. The architecture allows download ing any kind of file (video, audio, pictures,
documents, applications, etc.).
Because it is an open code protocol, there are many desktop client applications that are
able to connect to this P2P file-sharing network: Audiognome, Duckster, Gnapster,
Gtknapster, Hackster, Jnapster, MacStar (for Macintosh), Lopster (for Unix), Xnap (for
Linux), Swaptor, OpenNap, TekNap, CQ_EX, Sunshine UN, DM Napster, Napigator, etc. But
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there are also other closed code OpenNap clients: WinMX, FileNavigator, Rapigator and
Spotlight. Some clients can use several network protocols (the OpenNap network and the ir
own P2P file-sharing network), for example WinMx, FileNavigator y Swaptor.
Generally all these desktop client applications have the following features:
•

Use 6699, 7777 and 8888 TCP ports.

• They are able to search for, share or download all types of files: video, audio,
applications, images, documents, etc.
• Use the same search parameters file (file name, size, length (sec), bit rate, frequency,
user, speed, ping, etc.).
•
files.

The user can set the maximum number of simultaneous uploading and downloading

•

Show the number of users connected to the network.

•

Some of these applications do not exceed 1 Mbyte.

3.7 eDonkey architecture
eDonkey [25] protocol operation is as follows. A peer must connect to a server (there are
hundreds). The main features of the servers are in the nationality, the ping, their users (and
thus their sharing files), the maximum number of users, number of files and the preference. It
is a distributed and the servers are not centralized. Most of them are private, although any
user can install a server and connect it to the P2P network (high Internet upload and
download bandwidth is required). Therefore, a new peer needs an updated list of available
servers in order to send its connection request. Moreover, servers must have also an updated
list of known servers. When the peer joins the P2P network it also receives and updated list of
servers, which dynamically updated by the peer (when the peer send a connection request and
the server does not reply, it is removed from the list).
Once the connection has been established with a server, it will receive an ID that is
estimated following equation 1.
ID = D•(256)³ + C•(256)² + B•(256) + A

(1)

Where the peer IP address is A.B.C.D. If the ID is higher than a million, it will be able to
connect to any user, and the download queues will not be lost in case of disconnection from
the server, and reconnect to another one (the ID doesn’t change). If the ID is less than a
million, it will be able to connect only to the users that have high ID, and therefore, if it
connects to less peers (less connections), it may download with lower speed (but it does not
happen always because it depends on the users that share the file). In this case, when it
disconnects from the server, and begins to connect to another one, another ID will be
assigned, so the download queues will be lost, which implies the need of more time to start or
end the download of a file. The case of low ID happens when all the ports are blocked or not
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enabled.
After being connected, the peer sends to the server a list of its sharing files, so each
server keeps a list of all the shared files of all peers connected to it. When a peer looks for a
file (what the user really sends is a search for words that will be looked at the name of the
files), it sends the search to its server. The server creates a list with all peers that have that file
and it will forward the request to all servers it knows in order to see if there are more peers
with that file. Once it has found all the peers with files with the searched words in the P2P
file-sharing network, it sends the detailed list to the peer. When a peer selects to download
one file in the list, the server adds the request to the queue of peers for that file. This request
and the results are sent using UDP protocol in order to reduce the bandwidth and connections
through the servers.
The architecture uses a system of credits, i.e., the more files download other peers from a
peer, the faster is the download ratio of that peer in the P2P file-sharing network.
A user can download files directly by selecting the file from the received results or by
downloading a “ed2k-quicklink”, which is a link with the hash of the file that provides the
information needed to download the file from other peers. Because the search is performed in
each server separately, it is the faster option. A file can be downloaded from several peers
simultaneously; this increases the effective download bandwidth. The protocol used to
download files is the MFTP (Multisource File Transfer Protocol) that allows download ing
different file pieces from multiple sources simultaneously. Besides, the files can be shared
without being completed.
There are many servers in the eDonkey network, thus the search for files is fast.
Furthermore, it allows to share any kind of file (video, audio, p ictures, documents,
application, etc.). Some of the most widespread desktop client applications are: eMule,
eDonkey2000, Overnet, xMule, amule, Pruna, ed2k-gtk-gui, etc.
Generally all these desktop client applications have the following features:
•

Use 4661 and 4662 TCP ports.

• They are able to search for, share or download all types of files: video, audio,
applications, images, documents, etc.
• Use the same file search parameters (file name, size, availability, and file handle
color).
•

The user can set bandwidth and connection options.

• They remove failed servers automatically, reconnect in case of failure or loss, and
even stay always connected.

3.8 MP2P architecture
MP2P [26], MANOLITO P2P protocol, was developed by Pablo Soto in 2001. he
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developed the In P2P file-sharing network, a peer joins the network by establishing a
connection a server through the ports 80, 3128, 8080 or 8088. The architecture is formed by
several servers, but in this case the IP address of the peers connected to the P2P file-sharing
network is encrypted.
P2P uses a communication protocol based on UDP for both type of connections, between
servers and between peers. MANOLITO is capable of testing up to 15,000 hosts per second,
thus the search and connection speed with the servers is much faster than the traditional
TCP/IP protocol. It neither provides the identification of the connected user nor what is sent
through the P2P network. This provides anonymity of the connected users.
The connection between peers for data transmission is performed through UDP 41170
port. The communication between peers is faster than other P2P file-sharing networks thanks
to the use of the UDP protocol.
This architecture uses a series of gateways. Moreover, it uses a compression technology
to save thousands of IP addresses of the peers in an encrypted cache. It allows the peers to be
connected to the P2P file-sharing network in case of failure of the servers. Its centralization
degree and the existence of gateways-Web cache to support the P2P file-sharing network, it is
very scalable. Moreover, the MP2P do not let watch the content of the frames through the
network infrastructure. The protocol has a system to verify the integrity of the sent data,
avoiding false or corrupt files.
The protocol was designed to only download music files in mp3, OGG and WMA format.
The protocol is not designed to download files from multiple sources.
The MP2P file-sharing network has very few desktop client applications. All of them
have closed code. These only work in Windows Operative System (neither Macintosh, nor
Linux). The most well-known desktop client applications are Blubster, Piolet, and Rockitnet.
Generally, all these desktop client applications have the following features:
•

Use UDP 41170 port.

•

Use the same file search parameters (name, size, availability, and file handle color).

•
files.

The user can set the maximum number of simultaneous uploading and downloading

•

Have a text chat and voice communications.

•

They have advertising banners.

3.9 FastTrack architecture
FastTrack file-sharing network [27] was created by Niklas Zennstrom and Janus Friis in
March 2001. It is based on the selective flooding queries model. It uses superpeers, which are
peers with higher bandwidth than regular peers in order to stabilize the network. FastTrack do
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not belong to any company. All the peers (and superpeers) are connected directly without the
need of a central server managing the network. The architecture assigns automatically the
role of the superpeers to those peers with higher bandwidth and processing capacity. These
superpeers act as regular peers and as servers when there are higher traffic needs. This
property also can be also configured (or disabled) in the desktop client application. A
superpeer connects to more peers than regular peers (also called leaf peers). The system can
also indicate to other peers of the P2P file-sharing network that a superpeer will not be a
superpeer anymore. Given the nature of the architecture, it is very difficult the failure of the
system. Even disappearing many peers, the network keeps working.
The superpeers system used in FastTrack network has some differences compared with
the one used in Gnutella II network. The main one is that in FastTrack network there is a need
to connect to a registered server when it joins the network. This server carries out exclusively
the authentication of the registered peers and registers active sessions. After the
authentication of a peer, the server sends the IP address and the port of the superpeer to which
it must connect with. This system forces all the peers of the P2P file-sharing network to be
registered, like it happened in Napster.
The search is performed through the superpeers, because they have the fastest
connections. Because the most powerful devices are assigned to perform the searches, results
come faster, thus avoiding the main bottleneck given in decentralized P2P networks without
superpeers. Connections between the leaf peers and the superpeers are performed by the TCP
and UDP 1214 port. A superpeer receives small lists of the shared files by its leaf nodes.
When a leaf node sends a search, it is sent to the nearest superpeer. First, the superpeer will
reply the result of its search in its local table (formed by its leaf nodes). Then, the superpeer
forwards the search to other superpeers and so on, until a predefined hop search limit is
reached. This process makes faster searches faster, but a peer is not able to find the files in all
superpeers of the network, only in the leaf peers of the reachable superpeers.
Once the search file is located, the downloading process is performed directly between
the requesting peer and the peer that is sharing the file (not through superpeers). Big files are
virtually divided in several pieces, to increase the downloading speed. The more files are
downloaded from a peer by other peers, higher will be the level acquired by that peer. There
are three levels of participation: Low (when the peer has downloaded more Megabits from
other peers that the other peers from it), Medium (when the other peers have downloaded a
considerable amount of Megabits), High (when other peers have downloaded much more
Megabits from the peer than the peer from the others). Generally, a high participation level
means that the peer has been connected for long periods of time and many users may
download files from it. Some desktop client applications, such as KaZaa Lite, estimate the
participation level numerically. In this case, peers reputation is reflected by their participation
level. A peer starts at participation level 10 and can get a participation level between 0 and
1000. Peers with higher participation level are favored in queuing policies and should receive
better quality of service (QOS). Moreover they receive more results in their searches (the
desktop client application shows more results). In order to calculate the peer level, equation 2
is used:
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upload MB 
Level  download
 MB  100

(2)

On the other hand, a rate can be assigned to the downloaded or shared files, either by
technical quality or by content. Peers that rate the files double the value of the Megabits that
can download and have higher priority in the download queues. Its philosophy is to
compensate the peers that share files and punish the peers that do not do it. This also allows a
peer to promote its content.
The most well-know desktop client application has been KaZaa. But there have been
others like KaZaa Lite, Mammoth, and iMesh.
Generally, all desktop client applications in this P2P file-sharing network have the
following features:
•

Use 1214TCP port.

• They are able to search for, share or download all types of files: video, audio,
applications, images, documents, etc.
•
•
files.

Use the same file search parameters (title, artist, filename, size, availability,...).
The user can set the maximum number of simultaneous uploading and downloading

•

Sorts files more efficiently in order to perform an optimal search.

•

Consume quite a lot of processing memory.

3.11 Summary
A summary of the analyzed P2P file-sharing network protocols is shown in Table 1. In
this table, on the one hand, we compare the architectures in terms of the grade of
centralization, discovery and search algorithm, file download system, the type of file shared
inside the network. On the other hand, we also compare the P2P file-sharing protocol in terms
of transport layer protocol, protocol port, and string being delivered inside the messages. We
can see that Gnutella and Freenet use a decentralized architecture. They are the pure peer to
peer protocols. The rest of the protocols use partially centralized architectures except
SoulSeek, which is based on a centralized architecture. The distributed indexes and
repositories model (DIRM), is the most used discovery and search algorithm. It is used by
BitTorrent, OpenNap, eDonkey and MP2P. All P2P networks except MP2P use TCP (with
different ports) as transport protocol, but only Gnutella, eDonkey and MP2P use UDP.
The string used to start a P2P communication is different in all cases. In some of them we
cannot know this parameter because it is not shown in the message. All P2P file-sharing
networks, except MP2P, a peer can download any type of content. MP2P only shares audio
files inside the P2P network.
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Table 1. Co mparison of analyzed P2P networks (* SQM in case of Gnutella 2, n/d: not defined port).
P2P Networks Characteristics
P2P

Discover y and

File

Search

Download

File

Ne tworks

P2P Architecture

Protocol
Protocol

Port

Type
Algorithm

String
Name

System

“GNUT”,

6346,
T CP

Gnutella
6347

Gnutella

Decentralized

FQM/SQM

Multisource

“GIV”

All
6346,
UDP

Gnutella

“GND”

“Get /.hash”

6347
Partially
FastTrack

SQM

Multisource

All

T CP

1214

FastTrack

DRM

Single-source

All

T CP

n/d

Freenet

All

T CP

centralized
Freenet

Decentralized
Partially

BitTorrent

Segmented
DIRM

centralized

6881-

Multisource

BitTorrent

“0x13Bit”

OpenNap

-

SoulSeek

-

eDonkey

0xe319010000

6889
6699,

OpenNap

Partially
DIRM

Multisource

All

T CP

7777,

centralized
8888
2234,
SoulSeek

Centralized

CIRM

Single-source

All

T CP
5534

Segmented
eDonkey

Partially

DIRM

T CP &

4661-

UDP

4666

UDP

41170

All
Multisource

centralized
Partially
MP2P

GO!!, MD5,
DIRM

Single-source

centralized

Audio

Manolito
SIZ0x20

4. P2P network traffic analysis
Many new internet users, using broadband Internet access are also using P2P file-sharing
networks. Most ISPs have found that P2P file-sharing usage creates high latency, congestion
and performance problems in their broadband networks [28]. The network performance is
significantly degraded when P2P file-sharing applications are used, especially when large
files are being downloaded. This problem becomes higher when other users of the P2P
network use the bandwidth of an enterprise to download files from the employee’s computer.
It can significantly slow other services such as e- mail and Web browsing, and therefore the
e-commerce. Sometimes there are other network services, such as interactive games or
remote terminal connections, which are very sensitive to network delay. A single P2P user is
able to use all available bandwidth and cause large delays to other users. Thus, it may affect
the Quality of Service (QoS) for all subscribers and often causes unplanned network
expenditures [29]. The impact of P2P traffic in large scale networks is analyzed in [30].
There are some published works where authors study a specific P2P file-sharing network.
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In 2006, M. Yang et al. after having measured many traffic, propose an analytical model for
file diffusion in a peer-to-peer (P2P) file-sharing network based on biological epidemics [31].
Some ISPs observed a rapid congestion in their networks, and sometimes P2P traffic
reached nearly 60% of the total traffic [1]. Although not so striking, Internet2 administrators
also computed impressive results on 16 February 2004, where 10.46% of the total traffic was
originated by P2P file-sharing [32]. CAIDA (Cooperative Association for Internet Data
Analysis) also shows that Internet traffic is mainly dominated by P2P file-sharing protocols
and HTTP [33]. In reference [34], some researchers collected the trace of all incoming and
outgoing network traffic at University of Washington, USA. They quantified the rapidly
increasing traffic in new content delivery systems, particularly P2P networks, and the derived
caching implications in these systems. In [35], the study carried out in the campus of Southern
California about the network traffic is based on connection ports techniques and patterns, i.e.
they used detection techniques based on inherit methods, port-based methods or both. In [36]
authors performed a study of P2P traffic in three European countries. They collected traffic
for more than a year and a half through 5 strategic points for different access technologies in
order to know users’ habits. They saw that there was a P2P traffic decline but it stopped in all
points and it stable since July 2010.
There are several measurement studies for Gnutella and Napster P2P file-sharing
networks [37]. They show the percentage of downloads, uploads and shared files grouped by
reported bandwidths. On the other hand, Napster reached 11 million connected users with 1.5
billion of shared files in July 2000 as it is shown in “The Pew Internet & American Life
Project’s Online Music Report” [38]. The report shows how many users download music
online and what they think about it. Some documents study the economic cost of
downloading a file using P2P networks. E.g. the work in reference [39] analyzes the required
time to download movies, music albums, software and documents and shows some
calculations about their average price. In [40], the authors presented a traffic profile for the
eDonkey P2P file-sharing service. The measurement-based study revealed a strong distinction
between download flows and non-download stream. Another interesting data is presented in
[41], which says that in 2004 BitTorrent traffic made up 53% of all P2P traffic, and 30% of
the total traffic. However between 2001 and 2002, P2P traffic was dominated by Kazaa [42].
In the 2007 BitTorrent traffic had for more than 60% of the total network traffic [43].
In order to know more information about the evolution of these P2P networks we
performed several studies in [3], [44], [45] and [46]. In these papers we did several studies
about P2P architectures showing their evolution, what kind of files (audio, video, software,
documents) are more common, etc.
Now we present several measurements taken by us in 2006. They give us the amount of
users, files and the size of the files for six P2P file-sharing networks. They show us the
amount of users using these networks and data being shared in order to know their impact and
show that, in many networks, there is a need to control it. Currently, P2P networks have still
high usage, but their number of users has decreased because there are others file-sharing
methods. In Figure 10 the number of users for different P2P networks is shown. The network
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with more users is FastTrack, with an average number of 3,467,918 users, then eDonkey with
less than half of users and, finally, the network with less users is SoulSeek (about an average
of 9000 users).

Figure 10.Nu mber of users in several P2P file-sharing networks.

The number of files is shown in Figure 11. In this case, FastTrack P2P file-sharing
network is the one with most files. This happens because it is the most used network. But,
while eDonkey was the second P2P file-sharing network, according to the number of users, if
we see the number of files, it is in the third position. On the other hand, OpenNap has very
few users, but the number of files is high (it is the second P2P file-sharing network when we
take into account the number of files).

Figure 11.Nu mber o f files in several P2P file-sharing networks.

Finally, we measured the size of the files in those P2P file-sharing networks. It is shown
in Figure 12. This information can only be obtained from FastTrack, OpenNap and MP2P
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P2P file-sharing networks. OpenNap network is the network that has the biggest files. It is
followed by FastTrack. Finally, MP2P network is the one with smallest files, this is because
MP2P only shares music files.

Figure 12. Size o f files in several P2P file-sharing networks.

The previous analysis on the P2P network traffic shows that there is a huge amount of
users and files inside these P2P file-sharing networks, so it is important to be managed by
ISPs. The number of users connected to P2P file-sharing networks and the number of files
placed in those networks are increasing daily. FastTrack, OpenNap and eDonkey have more
than four Pentabytes shared inside them.
In [47], the authors review some important techniques for ISPs in order to manage P2P
traffic. They show how to perform blocking, caching and localization, and, moreover, they
compare their advantages and disadvantages. In general, blocking is used to limit P2P usage,
while caching and localization are used to control P2P. The simplest way to reduce P2P traffic
is to identify it and then block it. Obviously, ISPs’ traffic blocking would degrade users’
experience and result in battles between ISPs and Internet users. In [48], authors developed a
systematic methodology to identify P2P flows at transport layer. It was based on connection
patterns and some characteristics of P2P networks and their behavior. They didn’t relying on
the packet payload. Results were very effective (they identify 99% of P2P flows and more
than 95% of P2P bytes, compared to payload analysis), while they limited false positives to
under 10%. Another way to recognize P2P traffic was carried out in [49]. In this paper they
developed several heuristics that recognize P2P traffic when they are not using standard ports.
They identified two ways to differentiate among several P2P applications and distinguish
them from other Internet traffic using two criterions: Packet format and Block sizes. The
authors demonstrated that depending on the protocol and the used metric, approximately
30%-70% of the traffic related to P2P applications cannot be identified using well known
ports. They concluded that P2P traffic during the time they were measuring continued
increasing. In the 2009, the authors of [50] argue that the problem in the identification of P2P
traffic is that P2P communications are continuously changing, from TCP layers using well
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known ports, in some first versions, to both TCP and UDP with arbitrary and/or jumping
ports nowadays. In [50], the authors carried out a new approach to detect and control P2P
traffic by WAN Optimization Technology. They claim that the most effective WAN
optimization products use heuristics to detect P2P traffic. In [51], a series of techniques were
proposed in order to control P2P traffic in the ISP networks with the purpose of reducing
costs and improving customer satisfaction. In [52], the authors proposed a method based on
discreteness of remote hosts (RHD) and discreteness of remote ports (RPD) to identify
BT- like traffic.
The increasing popularity of P2P applications made platforms, like P-Cube Service
Control Platform [53], look for remedies to address the problem of having a detailed usage
accounting of Peer-to-Peer traffic. Their purpose is to facilitate monitoring and billing based
on the obtained information in order to create smart control policies.
Nowadays, networks are overfull with ever- increasing volumes of recreational traffic
generated by peer-to-peer (P2P) file downloads, access to broadband media via sites like
YouTube, and repeated visits to popular social networking sites like Facebook, MySpace and
LinkedIn. Recreational Internet traffic also increases congestion and competes with legitimate
business applications for available bandwidth, creating delays, frustration and lost
productivity when employees need to access business applications on the network. In [54],
the authors propose as a solution an effective WAN optimization technology combined with
the detection and suppression of recreational and encrypted P2P traffic. They also discuss
strategies for controlling a broad range of recreational Internet traffic such as instant
messaging, P2P file downloads and social networking activities.
In [55], the authors proposed a scheme for analyzing the peer to peer traffic that
concentrates on the factors and characteristics of P2P communications with payload issues.
The used method is based on a set of methods derived from the robust properties of P2P
traffic. The system showed that packet- level statistics of P2P and non-P2P data flows are
basically similar.
In [56] the authors evaluate the performance of P2P traffic in wireless networks. They
analyze two ways for controlling the P2P bandwidth consumption in order to limit the impact
on time-critical applications: network-controlled and user-controlled. They study the
coexistence of TCP-based P2P traffic with delay sensitive audio and video applications in an
asymmetric wireless access networks. Moreover, they analyze how the P2P traffic affects
UDP-based audio and video traffic under various wireless access network configurations.
Mobile P2P is growing fast, as it is indicated in [57], but current P2P applications are not
designed to work under these conditions (mainly because the download bandwidth is quite
lower than wired technologies).
Using the data collected in [58], we built the graph shown in figure 13. It shows the
percentage of the P2P traffic in last decade, particularly in American and European networks.
The line shows the logical trend of the P2P traffic. We can see that it has been increasing until
2006. After this date it has been decreasing and increasing along the years. We have also
added some analytical values of the traffic. These values were obtained from the studies
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performed in different publications, which compare the P2P network traffic with the total
network traffic.

Figure 13. Different analysis related to P2P traffic.

A study of the P2P network traffic at Indiana University, performed in 2001, concludes
that 50% of the University traffic is P2P traffic [20]. In 2003, it was found that 30% to 70%
of Internet P2P traffic is not detected using the ports [59]. In 2006, 2007, 2008 and 2009,
several studies concluded that P2P traffic volume is between 40% and 70% of the total
Internet traffic [60][61] [62].
Some of the consequences of using public P2P file-sharing traffic in corporate networks
are the bandwidth transit cost, the bandwidth utilization and the end station processing power.
Therefore the network planning process is very complicated due to the unpredictability of this
type of traffic.
We can highlight some main characteristics of the P2P file-sharing traffic:
•

P2P desktop applications run all time. There is no standard peak time.

• Corporate networks are designed asymmetrically. Corporate networks with peers
joined to P2P file-sharing networks may cause overload problems. Peers are servers, so
upload bandwidth utilization could be greater than expected.
• P2P protocols use non-standard, non-registered application protocols, some of them
are proprietary and some of them are open.
• P2P protocols use multiple parallel connections, consuming a lot of TCP and UDP
ports to have connections with other peers. Moreover, in case of using NAT routers or
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firewalls, they will be overloaded.
• P2P file-sharing software applications can use non-registered fixed, random or
dynamic ports.
Although a network administrator may add more bandwidth, P2P file-sharing networks
will consume it. Adding more bandwidth is not an option because P2P networks are able to
adapt to the network capacity. Network administrators have to limit or decrease the P2P
file-sharing traffic.

5. Controlling P2P file-sharing networks traffic
In order to control P2P file-sharing traffic in the network, a traffic control cycle can be
used. The traffic control cycle is a continuous process built around a network policy (see
Figure 14).

Figure 14. Traffic control cycle.

Step 1: Gather Information. This involves monitoring traffic over a period of time and
gathering adequate baseline of data in order to make decisions. It is needed to find P2P traffic
in basic and masquerading forms anywhere in the network. This includes emer ging P2P
network signatures.
Step 2: Analysis. This phase involves analyzing data collected and determines the key
indicators of traffic behavior. Administrator has to determine how to control the traffic taking
into account this data.
Step 3: Implement the Policy. In this phase a network traffic policy should be defined and
implemented in order to control the P2P file-sharing traffic in the network. It can be done by
using a traffic control device. The device should be positioned close to the host where t he
traffic either starts or ends.
Step 4: Improve the Policy. In this phase, the administrator has to verify if the
implemented policy gives the expected results, that is, to verify that the countermeasure is in
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place and working properly. Administrator will go to step 1 if the countermeasure is not
working properly. To keep P2P file-sharing networks as controlled as possible, the cycle of
the traffic control must be continually repeated because new P2P file-sharing networks appear
every day.
There are some options that can help network administrators to control or block this type
of traffic without affecting network performance:
1) To set bit rate limits at MAC or IP layer for every host (see Figure 15). It will prevent
using all available bandwidth. It can be accomplished by using the most appropriated
switches or routers. But this option will affect to all packets forwarded from those
computers (despite of the type of application that is sending information from that
host).

Corporative
Network

Internet

Peer
Peer
Rate Limit
Capabilities
Peer

Peer

Peer

Figure 15. Setting host rate limits.

2) Setting byte caps or tags in the packets (see Figure 16). It permits to know how many
packets are forwarded from every computer. It could be used to establish a threshold
of packets forwarded per second, per minute or per hour from every computer. It can
be accomplished by using a device which aggregates tags to the packets similar to the
ones used in VLANS or by using a proxy. But if there are a large number of
computers in the network, the administrator may need too many tagging devices or a
proxy server with high processing capacity.
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Tagging

Peer
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Figure 16. Setting byte caps or tags in packets.
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3) Applying a maximum bit rate limit to top individual applications (see Figure 17).
Due to the possibility of organizing VLANS by the protocols and applications used,
one or several VLANs could be created only for this purpose. But it needs a software
application with the signatures of the P2P file-sharing protocols that are going to be
controlled. The VLANs containing this P2P file-sharing network traffic could be
treated separately, with a maximum bit rate limit which would be different than the
rest of the VLANs.
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Peer
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Figure 17. Applying maximu m rate limit to top indiv idual applications.

4) Controlling ports (see Figure 18). This option can be used when the P2P file-sharing
protocols are using fixed ports. Port numbers used by the P2P file-sharing protocols
are not always known beforehand because there are many P2P protocols and there are
appearing new ones. In some P2P applications, if the traffic is stopped completely,
the application is able to sense it and change the port number. To avoid port hopping,
the traffic should be limited to a small value instead of zero. A tutorial to configure a
PIX firewall and a Cisco Router, in order to block P2P file-sharing protocols using
access- lists and Network-Based Application Recognition (NBAR) can be found at
[63].
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Figure 18.Controlling ports using Access Lists and Network-Based Application Recognition.
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5) Controlling signatures at the application layer (see Figure 19). Some Protocols like
FastTrack use signatures (FrastTrack uses the signature "KazaaClient"). This option
cannot be applied if the data at the application layer is encrypted. In order to apply it,
a signature for every P2P protocol is needed. It requires a positive identification of
P2P file-sharing traffic. Controlling signatures can be accomplished by using an
identification software, which compares the received packet with a known P2P
application. Then, it is used a firewall that discards the traffic above a threshold.
There are some devices that are able to accomplish this purpose [64]. This option
could be used to discard packets when it is desired to block P2P connections, or to
apply a maximum bit rate limit for the P2P desktop application.
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Figure 19.Controlling signatures at application layer.

6) Controlling unidirectional and bidirectional communications (see Figure 20). Packets
belonging to a conversation between two hosts can be detected at the session layer.
One of the ways it can be done is using a system like Context-based Access Control
(CBACS) in Cisco firewalls [65]. CBAC can inspect all TCP sessions and UDP
sessions, regardless of the application- layer protocol. CBAC uses timeout and
threshold values to manage session state information. Thus, the administrator only
will have to define a maximum allowed bit rate to pass through the device. All traffic
above a this threshold will be discarded.
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Figure 20. Controlling co mmunicat ions.
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7) Using a single QoS appliance (see Figure 21). Perhaps one of the best technical
approaches is to drive control of P2P traffic by using policies based on knowledge of
the user and current network capacity and availability. This approach allows P2P
traffic but controls the network overload. The volume of P2P traffic has to be limited.
It keeps P2P traffic in check, so it cannot adversely affect to non-P2P users. The
bandwidth allocation is accomplished by distributing bandwidth over users. This
option can be applied by using a single QoS appliance, which should be placed on the
traffic bottleneck [66]. It can be applicable to every user and with the ability to
guarantee their bandwidth. Since the system limits all P2P traffic including the search,
upload and download of content, the network will appear to be running slower for
P2P traffic.
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Figure 21.Using QoS Appliance.

8) QBone Scavenger Service (QBSS) [67] (see Figure 22). It is a network mechanism
that divides the traffic in different classes: the default class (with best-effort traffic)
and the scavenger class. This service creates a parallel virtual network with very
scarce capacity. The default class capacity can be expanded when it has low traffic.
Everything not used by default class is available for the scavenger class. This system
let P2P applications use unused network capacity without affecting performance of
the default best-effort class of service. P2P desktop applications have to be marked
for scavenger treatment by in the IP packet headers. Routers put this traffic into a
special queue with very small allocated capacity using a queuing discipline. When
best-effort class needs more bandwidth, the system drops the P2P traffic. QBSS can
be used with Cisco and Juniper devices. But this option requires testing all P2P
desktop applications to mark all P2P file-sharing networks traffic.
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Figure 22. QBone Scavenger Service.

6. Conclusion
Currently there are a lot of public P2P file-sharing networks in existence, some of them
with millions of on-line users. Furthermore, the number of users connected to public P2P
file-sharing networks has been increasing along the years and new P2P file sharing networks
have appeared. All of the above makes very difficult to detect and control all P2P file-sharing
traffic.
This paper has discussed eight possible options to control the traffic of P2P file-sharing
networks. In order to apply some of them, the administrator must know the signature of the
P2P file-sharing protocols to be controlled. In others, the administrator must know the ports
used by the P2P file-sharing protocols. Other options use a threshold to limit the amount of
traffic forwarded by a computer with a P2P desktop application. However, the best options
are those which classify the type of traffic, thus controlling which kind of traffic is allowed.
These options let the available bandwidth be used for P2P file-sharing traffic.
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